
NEW ITEMS AUGUST 2017
CLAAS CARGOS

Subject to changes in colour and technical modifi cations

0226 04 Austin 7

0662 02 Cable excavator (Fuchs F 301)

0624 03 Fire brigade – dump truck (MB) 0852 39 Box lorry (MB short-bonnet)0520 02 Refrigerated semi-trailer (MB LPS 1317)

0381 99 Claas Cargos trailer

85 years

Wiking-Modellbau

0433 05 High-sided fl atbed truck (MAN)0677 03 Rear tipper lorry (Magirus Saturn)

New addition to the farming family: 
WIKING miniaturises the latest Claas 
Cargos 750 loading vehicle, carrying 

on the long years of successful cooperation 
with the "Harsewinkel" expert manufacturing 
agricultural machinery; another large combi-
nation with fl exible use optimises the harvest 
chain - a welcome supplement that is greatly 
appreciated not only by farming afi cionados. 
Graced with an unmistakable British "Union 
Jack" adorning the roof, the visually striking 
Austin 7 helps WIKING celebrate their 85th 
anniversary and is now joined by the fourth 

edition model, the VW T1 (type 2), which 
rolls into the programme as a van emblazoned 
with the contemporary lettering "Zweirad 
Heinz". Meanwhile, the WIKING universe 
is boasting new stars from the 1960s: The 
Fuchs F 301 cable excavator with a tall cab 
and scrap gripper is joined by the Mercedes-
Benz LPS 1317 with "coop" refrigerated box 
trailer and the Mercedes-Benz semi-trailer 
truck decked out in the "Globetrotter" design. 
Complementing these lorries are the Magirus 
square-bonnet, pulling the "Blumhardt" 
rear tipper trailer for the fi rst time, and the 

MAN high-sided fl atbed truck, whose real-
life brother hails from the same car body 
builder in Wuppertal. The young-timer, the 
Mercedes-Benz NG, comes with a detachable 
dump body and epitomises the specialisation 
of the fi re brigades in the 1970s.
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0788 06 VW T1 (type 2) bus

no. 4 
Collector´s modelCollector´s model



0628 46 Fire brigade – hydraulic rescue platform Rosenbauer B32 (MB Econic)

0829 06 BMW 507 convertible

0866 35 Tipper trailer (Krupp Titan) 0532 02 Concrete mixer (MB short-bonnet)

MODEL UPGRADES AUGUST 2017
"FEHRENKÖTTER’S BÜSSING"

0167 02 Porsche 550 Spyder

0479 03 Flatbed lorry (Büssing 12.000)

0105 02 Range Rover0293 06 VW T3 crew cab

85 years

Wiking-Modellbau

0806 36 Lloyd Alexander TS

Subject to changes in colour and technical modifi cations

A joy not only for classic vehicle 
devotees! WIKING is now launching
the Büssing 12.000 in the colours 

of the "Fehrenkötter" trucking company. A 
contemporary of its time, the Krupp Titan 
tipper trailer prides itself in a real-world 
brother that saw action until the 1980s. The 
Lloyd Alexander TS, the Porsche 550 Spyder 
and the BMW 507 convertible augment 
WIKING’s selection of classics crafted from 
old and new moulds. Rolling into the port-
folio as the latest newcomers of classic cars, 
the VW T3 crew cab is draped in colours of
the Austrian Federal Train Company, while 

the Range Rover comes with meticulously 
updated colours, and the Mercedes-Benz 
short-bonnet supplements the line of concrete 
mixers. Exuding the charm of a WIKING 
era long gone and sporting an ornamental 
strip with intricate imprint, the VW Samba 
bus is an exhilarating addition. Finally, the 
Rosenbauer B32 hydraulic rescue platform 
corroborates the notion that the 1:87 scale 
allows for the creation of mesmerising 
miniatures that offer a high degree of func-
tionality at the same time. Last, but not least, 
fans of N-gauge models can take pleasure 
in the new colours to which WIKING has 

treated four amazing members of the classic 
passenger car portfolio.
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0914 04 Four classic passenger cars N-gauge 1:160

0317 05 VW T1 Samba bus


